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Abstract 

The production of 2D animation films (i.e. cartoons) using traditional techniques is a la

bor- and cost-intensive process. If some of its tasks could be efficiently suppoited by ap

propriate computer tools, production costs would certainly decre-ase. A set of tools to assist 

the painting and inbetweening stages of the traditional cartoon production is currently being 

developed. The reasoning behind the toolbox structure and the fundamental aspects of the 

developed assisted painting approach are presented. 
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1 - Introduction 

The production of 2D animation films (i.e. cartoons) using traditional techniques is a la

bor- and cost-intensive process. Considering the number of manually drawn and painted 

layers required just for a few minutes of cartoon film, tlie amount of time dedicated to these 

tasks tu:ms out to be a crucial factor in tbe overall production process: the workload 

associated to inbetweening (i.e. drawing of intermediate layers) and layer painting represents 

about 60% of all labor required [4]. If the drawing of intermediate layers (i.e. inbetweens) 

and the layer painting coold be sufficiently supported by computer tools, production costs 

would certainly decrease. Note that, taking into account the overaU production costs, even 

relatively modest savings are enough to warrant the acquisition of computing equipment and 

software tools, as well as the training of the prospective users. 

Another important aspect that should not be neglected is that to avoid radically eliminat

ing existing practices computer-supported tools for cartoon production should be able to ac
cept hand--drawn irnages as input. The cartoon designer may continue to use favorite tools 

to express his/her creativity, and the traditional creation process - with its rough and 

cleaned--up drawings-, which does not encourage the use of direct input <levices (e.g. stylus 

and tablet), is not disturbed. 
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A set of tools to assist too painting and inbetweening stages of the traditional cartoon pro

duction is cunently being developed, having as input scanned hand-drawn layers. It aJlows 

the (semi-)automatic painting of a sequence of layeíS, having as a start--up the previously 

painted first layer in the sequence and using shape matching methods to identif y correspond

ing regions and assign colors. A further, more ambitious step is the (.remi-)automatic genera

tion of inbetweens, based on two previously painted layers showing extreme or characteristic 

positions of a cartoon character. The need for appropriate data storage and management faci

lities has also to be stressed. 

Following this introduction, the reasoning behind the toolbox structure and the funda

mental aspects of the developed assistoo painting appr0&eh are presented. Sp-...cial emphasis 

is given to the preprocessing of the scanned images and to the methods and algorithms per

taining to assisted painting. 

2 - Overail Structure or the Toolbox 

The design of the toolbox structure was constrained by the requirement to accept hand

-drawn images as input, which implies the need for a preprocessing stage to treat the digi

tized images and extract meaningful information to be used later. According to the design 

aims - ( semi-)automatic image painting and inbetweening -, it rnust be possible to manually 

paint and structure in a sirnple way at least one ref erence image, which will then be used 

as start-up image(s) for the assisted painting process, and to represent image contours in an 

appropriate way to allow later the generation of intermediate images between two key ones. 

Given the previous requirements the overall structure of the toolbox was divided into tive 

modules, whose main f eatures are: 

• Preprocessing - the cleaning and closing of a scanned image, followed by 

the identification of the image regions and the extraction of region f eatures 

(e.g. region contours) are done automatically. 

• Paiuting - the coloring of a preprocessed image and a simple, hierarchic 

structuring of its contents are accomplished by the user. 

• Assisted Painting - having a previously painted image as reference, the 

next image in the sequence is colored and structured (semi-)automatically 

using shape matching techniques baseei on the previoosly extracted region 

features. 

• Vectorizlng- as a preceding step to inbetweening, a piecewise approxima

tioo to the image contours is computed. 

0 Inbetweening- using the vector description of two key-images, additional 

intermediate images are (semi-)automatically generated. 
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The modules were designed to work independently, allowing hlgh flexibility and parallel 

development and use. Nonetheless, they can (and are intended to) be grouped as a procegsing 

pipeline, which is depicted in Fig. 1. The modules• hierarchy and the infonnation paths are 

easily recognizabJe. 

scanned 
drawings 

preprocessing 

2 key-layers 

inbetweening 

Figure l - Simplified representation of the processing pipeline 

Based on the previous pipeline, prototype implementations of the preprocessing, painting 

and assisted painting modules were already accomplished and lhe vectorizing prototype is 

being implemented. Toe first aim of the prototypes is to allow, for each stage of the proces

sing pipeline, an evaluation of various methods and algorithms, regarding their applicability, 

mbustness and computational efficiency. 

The user-interface for each prototype is built up under X-Window/OSF-Motif [24], us
ing the user-interface management system TeleUSE (21]; the application code is structured 

in an object--oriented way and written in C++ [19]. 

3 - Preprocessing 

ln comparison to the traditional cartoon production, the preprocessing step is an extra 

stage tlmt is introduced in the production. Therefore, and in order to reduce to a minimum 
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the amoont of time associated to it, only methods which do not require any user intervention 

during their execution were considered for evaluation. 

Usually the layers to be scanned coot.ain black lines - corresponding to lines that will be 

represented as black ones in the final painted layer - and blue lines; region contours c.an be 

piecewise defined by black and blue line segments, the latter being not visible in the final 

painted layer. Since lines of diff erent colors have to be identified, the layer has to be scanned 

in color mode to allow the recognition and separation of the ~ifferent tines. If the scanning 

is perfonned with a too small resolution, tines melt together, new unwanted regions are 

created and also thin regions or parts of them might disappear. Experiments have shown that 
the minimum resolution needed is approximately 150 dpi; sometimes 300 dpi or more are 

needed to resolve thin structures. 

A simple thresholding and weighted color component averaging algorithm is applied 

to the digitized color image and as many binary images as the number of line colors known 

to be present in the original image are created. The thresholds used are highly dependent on 

the color characteristics of the hand-drawn layers and should be set according to them prior 

to the scanning of each layer sequence. Otherwise, higher levei color separation techniques 

- e.g. histogram-based methods or cluster analysis - have to be applied [7,8,15]. 

After generating the binary images the next task is to clean them of noise resulting 

eventually from the scanning process or already existing in the original image. That is, re

moving isolated foreground pixels or blobs from the background or setting isolated back

ground pixeis or blobs. To.is can be accomplished in severa! ways: one powerfül approach 

seeme.d to be the mathematical morphology operations [8,9] -however, their limitatiom and 

side-effects (e.g. melting of small neighboring regions) prevent them from being successful
ly u sed in the cartoon comext. TI1e currently irnplemented altemative is based in the identifi

cation of connected corn.ponents [8]; ali regions whose seize is below a given threshokt are 

removed, however they are shaped. 

Since it was intended from the beginning to base the matching of regions in the assisted 

painting stage on image topology, it is m:cessary to extract the region neighborhood informa

tion from binary images. This can only be efficiently accomplished if the image lines were 

previously skeletonized (i.e. thinned). The thinned lines should maintain the connectedflP'...ss 
of their original counterparts (to avoid creating line gaps during the thinning process), be 

placed near their medial axis (to provide a good basis for an accurate contour extraction and 

vectorization) and be one pixel thick (to ease the recognition of the neighborhood informa

tion). Skeletonizing can be accomplished in various ways; three different approaches were 

selected, implemented and evaluated. 

The first approach, based on mathematical morphology operations [11], consists in 
successively applying a set of masks to the image to be skeletonized, until the thinned image 
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is obtained. It satisfies the stated gools, but it is quite sensitive to noise and its run--time inef

ficiency is a big disadvantage. 

The idea for the second metllOd is iterative peeling [12]: based on neighborhood criteria 

pixeis which can be removed without a loss of connectedness are successively unset. Howev

er, depending on the sequence of removal operations, different results are obtained. Since 

the approximation to the medial axis is also poor, the method cannot be used to fully skeleto

nize the original binary image. 

The algorithm which tumed out to be the best computes the image skeletons frorn its dis

tance transfonn [14]. ln a few words: first the set of pixeis associated to local maxima and 

saddle points of the distance map is selected; then, pixeis corresponding to up-hill climbing 

paths in the distance map connecting elements of the first set are aJso selected. The pixeis 

of the original binary image selected in the previous steps make up the image skeleton. Al

though redundancy checks are perf ormed during the execution of the algorithm, the skeleton 

linf"..s are not perf ectly thin. A post-thinning step was implemented using just one peeling 

iteration, since the skeleton lines are at most two-pixels thick. A good apprmdmation to the 

medial axis of the image lines is obtained; the execution time is independent of image line 

thickness. 

The skeletonized image is then segmented (i.e. its regions are identified and their pixeis 

appropriately labeled), line gaps are closed and region features (e.g. region contours) are 

extracted. 

During the region segmentation step an identifier (i.e. a region label) is assigned to ali 

pixeis belonging to each region, which is later used to determine the region neighborhood 

relationships. Three diff erent algorithms were implemented and evaluated: the traditional 

recursive flood fill algorithm [5], which is too slow dueto the thousands of recursive calls; 

the sequential segmentation algorithm [8], with its two image passes, the first to assign la

bels, the second to resolve label equiva!ences; and Heckbert's flood fill algorithm [10], 

which again fills regions recursively, but avoids the recursive calls by the use of a local stack. 

The latter was judged to be the fastest algorithm, although its execution time is not indepen

dent of the image contents. 

It has turned out to be efficient to dose small gaps in the image lines in the skeletonized 

image and after the extraction of the endpoints. The gaps are closed using line oriented meth

ods and various proximity criteria; for instance, the closing probability is higher the shorter 

the distance and the closer the angle of the lines to which the endpoints belong is to 180 de

grees. An approach using mathematical morphology operations and masks of various seizes 

and patterns was evaluated at first; but its side--eff ects and the need for user intervention 

make it impossible to use in an automatic way. 

The f eature extraction step allows the extraction of inf ormation to be used in the succeed

ing processing stages. Region contour extraction is perf onned and region boles are also de-
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tected; the region neighborhood informatioo is dererrnined by scruming aroon<l eaich tine 

pixel. 

Fig. 2 depicts the pipeline of preprocessing steps, the methods Judged to be the, best from 

the set of tests carried out are also shown. 

scanned image 

1 

color separation 

cleaning 

skeletonizing 

closing 

1 

feature extraction 

thresholding and 
component averaging 

spike and blob remova! 

Niblack et al.'s algorithm 
and post--thinning 

region segmentation 
and gap closing 

contour extraction and 
region neighborhood 
recognition 

Figure 2 - The preprocessing pipeline 

As an example of the performance of the preprocessing stage, an image containing 

200.000 pixeis is preprocessed in about 25 seconds. Clearly, there is still room for improve

ments and algorithm optimization, and this is currently being carried out. 

4-Painting 

The need for a manual painting stage results from the fact that before the color inf onna

tion can be automatically propagated from image to image (i.e. cartoon Iayer to cartoon layer) 

in the a.ssisted painting module, it has first to be established in (at least) the first image of 

any sequence. 

The painting environment is a highly interactive one, where the user disposes of some 

of the usual coloring and editing facilities. Given the segmentation step eccomplished in the 

preprocessing stage, the coloring of each image regioo is reduced (internally) to a manipula

tion of the color table, which considerably speeds up the interactive painting process. 

Simultaneously, and with almost no extra effort on the part of the user, the image is struc

tured in objects. This is easily accomplished by letting the user indicate that he/she war.ts 
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to start the definition of an object (i.e. a cartoon character or parts of it); until it is explicitly 
stated that the current object is fully defined, attributing a color to a region also signifies that 

. it becomes part of the object being defined. At the end of painting, and in order to facilitate 

later tlle matching of image regions, an object region adjacency matrix is computed for each 

image object, using the global neighborhood information. 

The painting environment also presents to the user a comf ortable interactive tool for clos

ing large line gaps, which could not have been closed with the automatic gap-closing facili

ties of the preprocessing stage; again the closing is based on the endpoint inf onnation 

associated to each image region. 

Note tliat any of the subsequent layers in the cartoon se,quence can either be painted with 
the painting or with the assisted painting environments. The intention is, however, to use the 

former to manuruly color only the first layer in a sequence, and then use the latter to color 

the remaining ones. 

S - Assisted Palnting 

The previously presented preprocessing and painting modules are the basis for (semi-) 

automatic image coloring, whose aim is to propagate the color information of a previously 
painted image - the reference - to its successor image in a sequence. The latter is then used 

as reference to paint the its successor image and the process repeats itself as long as no too 
strong deformations or changes in image topology ( e.g. in the number of image regions) oc

cur, or until the end of the image sequence is reached. 

From the beginning it was intended to base the region matching process on appropriate 
descriptions of region shape, which should be (relatively) invariant regarding affine trans

formations and flexible enough to allow the identification of corresponding regions even 
when some contour deformations occur. The questions were then how to best define the 

shape of a region, how to describe it efficiently, and how to compare two such descriptions 

to obtain a measure of the sirnilarity between their corresponding regions. The decision was 
taken t.o use pixel-based, contour-oriented shape descriptions; both global shape descrip

tions - which comprise all contour pixeis - and local ones -which comprise a small sub--set 
of contour pixels (i.e. the contour landmarks) -were considered. 

Global shape descriptions baseei on the direction of the tangent and curvature vectors at 
each contour pixel were implemented. ln both cases a string description is used to code the 
shape information, string comparisons being then perf oll11ed to evaluate the dissimilarity of 
their respective regions [13,22]. 

A local approoch was also implemented: for each region contour, the set of its landmarks 
- i.e. points of high curvature determining the contour shape - is detell11ined [20), then a 

piecewise approach to contour comparison using sphericity [ 1] -i.e. a measure of similarity 
between triangles - is taken, to compare successive groups of three contour landmarks; a 
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measure of similarity for the whole contours is afterwards computed using an appropriate 

dynamic programming algorithm [1]. 

From the set of tests carried out, one of the global shape description methods was judge 

to be the best: for each region, detennine the direction of the curvature vector at each contour 

pixel using the Sobel operator [7, 13, 15] and code this shape inf ormation as a string; a dissim

ilarity measure between any two regions is computed by comparing their string descriptions 
[13,22]. 

The overall matching process can be described as follows: 

First the user selects a region in the reference image belonging to the object he/she wants 

to paint, and its corresponding region in the image to be painted; this is done to avoid the 

costly search -in an automatic way - of two corresponding regions to start the matcrung pro

cess. Then the matching process is started. 

U sing the neighborhood inf onnation of the two corresponding regions, two sets of match

ing candidates - one for each image - are detennined; a dissimilarity measure is then com

puted for every possible pair of matching candidates using one of the previously mentioned 

algorithms. The use of heuristics reduces the number of dissimilarity values that have actual

ly to be computed; for instance, for a pair of candidate regions whose shape description s 

are judged to be too diff erent a maximum dissimilarity value is automatically assigned. 

After obtaining a dissimilarity value for each pair of matching candidates the final assign

ment of regions between the two images can be perf onned. This is accomplished by formu
lating the region assigrunent a linear programming problem, where the sum of the dissimilar

ity values between each pair of assigned regions has to be minimized. Such a problem is in 

reality a particular transportation problem , which is solved using the corresponding version 
of the simplex method [6]. 

Using each pair of regions assigned in the previous step the process proceeds until all as

signable regions are matched, orno more assignments can be performed - i.e. the remaining 

regions cannot be matched since their shape is too different and/or they do not belong to cor

responding region neighborhoods. Clearly, when there is an increase in the number of re

gions in the image to be painted, no color information can be assigned to the new regions 

that have just appeared; their colors have to be interactively assigned by the user. As in the 

painting stage, the user disposes of a set of coloring and editing facilities, to color such re

gions and to correct errors that might occur. 

ln comparison to the coloring methods of some commercial systems, the proposed ap

proach needs less user actions and is relatively robust regarding image transfonnations and 

deformations (although limited by the use of heuristics). The execution time is also small 

enough to be competitive with purely manual approaches; a balance was stricken between 

automatization, correctness of results, need for user intervention and execution tirne. 
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Figure 3 - The assisted painting environment: the ref erence image (left) 

and the automatically painted image (right). 

For the example depicted in Fig. 3, the assisted painted step takes about 12 seconds, on 

a SUN SPARCstation 10, after the assignment by the user of the two regions that initiate 

the process; the image sizes are 516x532 and 504x544. One should note the defonnations 

of individual regions and the appearance/disappearance of regions (e.g. the eyes are closed 

on the right image). ln spite of these effects the result is fully correct. 

Clearly, the method judged to be the best is not always confusion-free, and some im

provements are being investigated. Nevertheless, the framework of the assisted painting ap
proach is valid and any methods conducing to improved dissimilarity measures between re

gions can easily be integrated in the assisted painting environment. 

6 - Further Work 

The vectorizing module of the toolbox is currently being implemented. ln a similar way 

to preprocessing, digitized images are vectorized in a fully automatic way. Severa! ªIr 

proaches are being evaluated: namely, approximation of the image skeletons using piecewise 

Bézier curves [16], extraction of line thickness using the distance transformed original 

image, and representation of the topology of the vectorized image using a data structure 

based on Weiler's Face-Edge structure [23]. 
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After thls module is completed woit will start on the implementation of the inootweening 

prototype. ln spite of the limitations and problems inherent to inbetweening [2,4], lhe ap

proach taken in tlle last years by Sederberg [17,18] seems to be promising. 

7 - Concluslon 

The reasoning behind the design of the toolbox to assist the cartoon production currently 

being developed was presented. Special emphasis was given to the methods and algorithms 

associated to the preprocessing of the digitized images and to the developed approoch to as

sisted painting. 

Other application areas where the developed ideas could also be applied are: coloring of 

black and white films, object recognition, and graphical editing-an approach to pattem edit

ing using a shape matching technique is presented in [3]. 
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